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Under strong pathogen pressure, insects often evolve resistance to infection.

Many insects are also protected via immune memory (immune priming),

whereby sublethal exposure to a pathogen enhances survival after secondary

infection. Theory predicts that immune memory should evolve when the

pathogen is highly virulent, or when pathogen exposure is relatively rare.

However, there are no empirical tests of these hypotheses, and the adaptive

benefits of immune memory relative to direct resistance against a pathogen

are poorly understood. To determine the selective pressures and ecological

conditions that shape immune evolution, we imposed strong pathogen selec-

tion on flour beetle (Tribolium castaneum) populations, infecting them with

Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) for 11 generations. Populations injected first with

heat-killed and then live Bt evolved high basal resistance against multiple

Bt strains. By contrast, populations injected only with a high dose of live Bt

evolved a less effective but strain-specific priming response. Control popu-

lations injected with heat-killed Bt did not evolve priming; and in the

ancestor, priming was effective only against a low Bt dose. Intriguingly, one

replicate population first evolved priming and subsequently evolved basal

resistance, suggesting the potential for dynamic evolution of different

immune strategies. Our work is the first report showing that pathogens can

select for rapid modulation of insect priming ability, allowing hosts to

evolve divergent immune strategies (generalized resistance versus specific

immune memory) with potentially distinct mechanisms.
1. Introduction
A large body of work shows that strong pathogen pressure drives the evolution

of resistance mechanisms in insect hosts, reducing the fitness impact of infection

[1–3]. In addition, many insects exhibit a form of immune memory (priming

response), gaining increased protection against a pathogen after initial sublethal

exposure to the pathogen (reviewed in [4,5]). Immune priming is also observed

across multiple natural populations of flour beetles [6]. Thus, in addition to

basal resistance, immune priming is probably a significant immune strategy

across insects. Mathematical models predict that such immune memory strongly

impacts disease prevalence [7,8] and can alter population dynamics [9]. However,

we have limited empirical information about the evolutionary benefits of priming

relative to the innate immune responses that confer basal resistance against a

pathogen (without priming).

We also know very little about the selective pressures and ecological conditions

that shape the evolution of insect immune priming versus basal resistance to a

pathogen. A general mathematical model examining the impact of various

immune strategies on host population growth suggests that the frequency and dur-

ation of infection are key determinants of immune function [10]. Although this

model does not specifically address the evolution of immune function in insects,

it makes the general prediction that adaptive immunity (responsible for immune

memory) is more likely to evolve when infection is relatively rare. By contrast,
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assuming greater maintenance costs of constitutively expressed

resistance, innate immunity should be more advantageous

under frequent infection. However, it is unclear whether

this assumption holds for insects, because we have limited

understanding of the molecular mechanisms responsible

for insect immune priming. Recent evidence suggests that

components of innate immunity—cellular and humoral

defences—play a critical role in the priming response of diverse

insect orders such as Diptera [11–13], Coleoptera [14,15] and

Hymenoptera [16]. Yet the extent of overlap between priming

and resistance pathways, and their relative costs, are not well

understood [14,16]. Thus, from an evolutionary perspective it

is not even clear whether insect immune memory and resistance

are distinct phenomena. Hence, we do not know whether prim-

ing can evolve rapidly, and whether (and when) it is adaptive

in natural populations.

To begin to understand the impact of pathogen pressure on

the evolution of alternative immune strategies (priming

response versus resistance), we performed experimental

evolution with the red flour beetle Tribolium castaneum, a

cosmopolitan pest of stored grain products [17]. Tribolium
castaneum is an emerging model system for insect immunity

and host–pathogen co-evolution [18,19], and several studies

have demonstrated the beetles’ ability for specific immune

memory [5,6,20,21]. We allowed replicate outbred laboratory

populations of flour beetles to evolve with their natural insect

pathogen Bacillus thuringiensis (strain DSM 2046, henceforth

‘Bt’; described in [20]). The pathogen causes significant mortality

in the ancestral beetle population (approx. 65% mortality within

2 days; electronic supplementary material, figure S1), imposing

strong selection on their immune function. The Bt toxin is also a

widely used insecticide that kills insects that ingest it, and a large

body of work has analysed the evolution of resistance to Bt in

many insect pests (reviewed in [22]). However, with oral infec-

tion, individual differences in feeding rates can cause large

variation in the pathogen dose received by the host. To minimize

individual variation in pathogen exposure, in our experiments

we separately injected each adult beetle with Bt cells.

Importantly, although the ancestral population was capable

of mounting a priming response against Bt infection (approx.

8000 cells per beetle [6]), this basal priming ability was in-

effective against the higher dose of infection used here

(approx. 12 000 cells; electronic supplementary material, figure

S1). Thus, at the beginning of the selection experiment, beetle

populations had low effective basal resistance and no priming

ability against a high dose of Bt. We tested whether populations

evolve stronger priming or higher resistance when exposed to a

single severe infection each generation (no priming opportunity)

versus when given the opportunity for priming (first injected

with heat-killed bacteria, then infected with live pathogens).

We found that populations showed divergent responses to Bt

infection, either evolving immune priming against the specific

Bt strain used for selection, or more effective but non-specific

basal resistance (i.e. greater survival following the specific infec-

tion dose). Note that our measurement of resistance is perhaps

confounded by the potential evolution of tolerance (the ability

to minimize the cost of infection and resulting immune

response) [23], and our current experiments cannot distinguish

between resistance and tolerance. Nonetheless, we provide the

first empirical evidence for rapid evolution of vertebrate-like

specific immune memory in insects, and provide an experimen-

tal framework to understand the evolution of divergent immune

strategies in response to pathogen selection.
2. Material and methods
We generated an outbred T. castaneum stock population (‘ancestral’

population, DA-IK) using adults from 10 wild-caught lines col-

lected from different locations across India [6]. We maintained

this line as a large population (greater than 5000 adults) on

whole-wheat flour on a 45-day discrete generation cycle at 348C
for approximately 2 years (approx. 16 generations) before starting

our experiments.

(a) Immune priming and challenge
A detailed protocol is given in ‘supplementary methods’ section

(electronic supplementary material). Briefly, we used the insect

pathogen Bacillus thuringiensis (DSM 2046) (Bt) isolated from a

Mediterranean flour moth [20] to impose pathogen selection. For

priming (primary exposure), we pricked adults between the head

and thorax, using a 0.1 mm insect pin dipped in heat-killed over-

night culture of Bt as described by Khan et al. [6]. Under natural

conditions, individuals are more likely to experience live infection

rather than killed pathogens. However, using live cells for priming

would incur costs of infection and impose mortality, selecting for

priming as well as greater basal resistance. To minimize these

effects, we used heat-killed bacteria that would prime the beetle

immune system by eliciting an immune response without any

cost of infection (also see [16,20,21]). We used insect Ringer solution

to perform mock priming (see [6]). Six days after priming, we chal-

lenged individuals with live bacterial culture (secondary exposure),

delivering approximately 12 000 live cells per beetle.

(b) Experimental evolution
For artificial selection, we used four selection regimes—control (C),

primed only (P), primed and infected (PI) and infected only (I)—

each with four replicate populations (C1 to C4, P1 to P4, PI1 to

PI4 and I1 to I4). The detailed experimental protocol is shown in

figure 1a and described in the electronic supplementary material.

Each generation, we isolated pupae from each population and

allowed eclosed adults to initiate the next generation after the

relevant selection treatment. For all injections and while measur-

ing survivorship, we isolated individuals in 96-well microplates

containing flour. At generations 8 and 11, we collected an

additional set of pupae from each replicate population to generate

standardized populations. These populations were maintai-

ned under relaxed selection (i.e. no mock injection, priming or

pathogen infection) for two generations to minimize non-

genetic parental effects [2,3]. For subsequent assays of evolved

priming response and basal resistance (described below), we

used individuals from these standardized populations.

(c) Quantifying evolved priming and basal resistance
To measure evolved priming and resistance after eight generations of

selection, we randomly assigned 10-day-old virgin females from

each standardized population to one of three treatments, as

described in figure 1b (see electronic supplementary material for

details). After the primary and secondary exposure, we isolated bee-

tles in wells of 96-well microplates with flour. We noted survival

of these standardized females every 6 h for 2 days and then

every 24 h for the following 50 days (n ¼ 16–24 females per treat-

ment per population). For standardized males and females

derived after 11 generations of pathogen selection, we noted survival

at the same intervals for the experimental selection window of 7 days

(n ¼ 16–26 sex per treatment per population). Simultaneously, we

re-evaluated the impact of bacterial infection and priming on

females from the unhandled ancestral beetle population as described

above (n ¼ 22–24 females per treatment per population).

We used standardized females derived at generation 8 to test

whether the evolved priming response and resistance were specific

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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to the pathogen strain used for the selection experiment (i.e. Bt)

(see electronic supplementary material for details). We used a

different pathogenic strain of B. thuringiensis (MTCC 6905, hence-

forth ‘Bt1’, isolated from silkworm) to prime and challenge

10-day-old standardized virgin females as described above (n ¼
16–24 females per treatment per population). We could not esti-

mate Bt1 priming in I4 lines for logistical reasons. Similarly, we

also tested whether evolved priming ability requires immune acti-

vation via priming with the same pathogen strain or whether

priming with a different strain could also induce a protective

response (experimental details are given in the electronic

supplementary material).

For each experiment, we first analysed survival data for all

selection regimes using a mixed-effects Cox model implemented

in R using the package coxme [24]. We fitted separate models to

estimate evolved Bt resistance and priming response, with repli-

cate populations as random effects (see electronic supplementary

material for details). For resistance, we used data from the

unprimed infected and the uninfected control treatments; for

priming, we used data from the unprimed and primed treat-

ments. While this analysis provides an overall estimate of each

effect, we could not conduct meaningful comparisons between

selection regimes using this framework. Therefore we then

separately analysed survival data for each population.

For each standardized replicate population, we performed

Cox proportional hazard survival analysis using the software

JMP 10. We calculated resistance to infection as the estimated

hazard ratio of unprimed infected versus uninfected control
groups (rate of death in unprimed infected group/rate of death

in the uninfected control group). A hazard ratio significantly

greater than one indicates an enhanced risk of mortality in the

infected group (i.e. lower resistance). We calculated the survival

benefit of priming as the hazard ratio of unprimed versus primed

groups. A hazard ratio significantly greater than one indicates

increased risk of mortality in the unprimed group compared to

primed individuals (i.e. a significant survival benefit of priming).

With four replicate populations per regime, we did not have suf-

ficient statistical power to compare mean hazard ratios across the

four regimes. Therefore, we focus our analysis on the number of

replicate populations that showed significant priming response

or increased resistance to infection within each selection regime.
3. Results
(a) Experimental evolution with Bt causes rapid decline

in Bt-induced mortality
We allowed replicate beetle populations to evolve under

strong pathogen selection (infection with live Bt cells each gen-

eration), either with or without an opportunity for priming

(pricked with buffer or heat-killed Bt cells before live Bt infec-

tion; figure 1a). As expected, the high infection dose in each

generation imposed substantial mortality (and therefore

strong selection) on populations in I (infection only) and PI

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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(priming þ infection) regimes. However, within a single gen-

eration of selection, post-infection survival (after 2 days)

increased from approximately 40% in the ancestor to approxi-

mately 45% in I populations, and as high as approximately 68%

in PI populations (figure 2). By the 11th generation of selection,

adult survival had increased further: approximately 50%

adults in I populations and approximately 80% adults from

PI populations survived infection. As expected, adults in

the C (control) and P (priming only) populations that were

never exposed to Bt maintained very high survival (approx.

90–100%) throughout the experiment (figure 2). Note that

regardless of variation in post-infection survival, we used

60 mating pairs to initiate each successive generation for all

populations (accounting for expected mortality, we infected a

larger number of beetles; see Material and methods). This

design allowed us to ensure strong selection on survival

every generation, without imposing a genetic bottleneck.

(b) Evolved priming and basal resistance are mutually
exclusive immune strategies

After eight generations of selection, we tested whether females

from standardized populations (after relaxing selection) had

evolved stronger priming or higher resistance (for logistical

reasons, we could not test males). Mixed-effects models fitted

to survival data revealed a significant impact of the selection

regime on the difference between uninfected control versus

infection treatments (i.e. resistance; p , 0.001), as well as the

difference between unprimed versus primed treatments (i.e.

priming; p ¼ 0.007) (electronic supplementary material, table

S1). Thus, during experimental evolution, replicate popu-

lations across regimes evolved different degrees of resistance

and priming. To understand these differences in detail, we

separately analysed survival data for each population with

Cox proportional hazard analysis.
We calculated resistance to infection as the estimated hazard

ratio of unprimed infected versus uninfected control groups,

and the survival benefit of priming as the hazard ratio of

unprimed versus primed groups (see Material and methods

for details). As expected, females from populations that

were not exposed to live Bt (unhandled ancestral population,

and populations from C and P regimes) showed high morta-

lity after infection and no survival benefit of priming

(figure 3a–c,f,g). Thus, neither priming nor resistance had

evolved in these populations. We found that highly effective

basal resistance to Bt had evolved in three of four PI popu-

lations, conferring survival rates nearly as high as uninfected

control beetles (figure 3d,g). However, in the fourth population

(population PI4), we observed significant priming ability that

conferred a threefold survival advantage (figure 3f ). Note

that all PI populations were first injected with heat-killed and

then live Bt each generation, allowing an opportunity for the

evolution of priming-induced survival benefits. Despite this

opportunity for priming, only one population showed evidence

of priming ability after eight generations of selection. In contrast

with PI populations, three of four populations in the I regime

(infected with a single high dose of Bt) evolved priming ability

rather than resistance. Although unprimed I beetles remained

highly susceptible to infection, priming improved survival sig-

nificantly (approx. threefold increase in survival; figure 3e–g).

Interestingly, the fourth population (I3) evolved neither prim-

ing nor improved basal resistance (figure 3e–g). We found

comparable results when we analysed female survival

beyond the experimental selection window (until day 50;

electronic supplementary material, figure S2C–F). The only

population (PI4) that did not evolve higher resistance

showed priming instead (twofold survival benefit; electronic

supplementary material, figure S2C,E,F). Thus, the survival

benefit of evolved basal resistance or priming lasts beyond the

selection window. We did not find any difference in survival
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of uninfected control beetles from selected populations until

day 50 (cf. survival curves in electronic supplementary material,

figure S2; p . 0.05), suggesting the absence of long-term costs

of selection. However, we cannot exclude the possibility of

survival costs arising at a later stage.

Analysing standardized females derived after 11 gener-

ations of selection, we again found a significant impact of

selection regime on evolved resistance as well as priming

( p , 0.001 in each case; electronic supplementary material,

table S1). Specifically, females from all I populations now

showed priming (two to sixfold survival benefit) within

the selection window (figure 3h; electronic supplementary
material, figure S3), and all PI populations showed higher resist-

ance (figure 3i; electronic supplementary material, figure S3).

Thus, females from population PI4 showed priming after

eight generations of selection, but subsequently evolved resist-

ance within three additional generations (cf. figure 3f–g and

figure 3h–i). For three replicate populations from each selection

regime, we also measured priming and resistance in standar-

dized males after 11 generations of selection. As with females,

males from three PI populations had evolved resistance, and

two of three I populations evolved significant priming response

(approx. fourfold survival benefit; electronic supplementary

material, figure S4). The third I population showed a similar

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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trend (approx. 2.5-fold survival benefit of priming), but the

response was marginally non-significant ( p ¼ 0.061; electronic

supplementary material, figure S4D–E). Thus, both sexes

evolved similar immune strategies in response to Bt infection

(cf. electronic supplementary material, figures S3 and S4).

The high basal resistance in evolved PI populations may

prevent the detection of a weak but significant priming

response, especially given our sample size of 16–24 beetles

per treatment per population. Therefore, we infected PI

beetles with a higher bacterial dose (approx. 16 500 cells per

beetle) that imposed greater mortality (approx. 85% within

48 h) than the dose used during experimental evolution

(approx. 50% within 48 h). However, we still did not observe

significant priming (electronic supplementary material,

figure S5). Together, our results suggest that under pathogen

selection, a population can evolve either improved resistance

or priming ability, but not both.
(c) Evolved priming is strain-specific, but evolved
resistance is generalized

To test whether the evolved priming response and resistance

were specific to the Bt strain used to impose selection, we

used another highly virulent B. thuringiensis strain (Bt1; see

Material and methods), against which the ancestral population

could mount a priming response at a low dose (approx. 8000

cells; electronic supplementary material, figure S6). None of

the populations showed priming ability against a higher dose

of Bt1 (approx. 12 000 cells per beetle; figure 4a; electronic sup-

plementary material, figure S7A–D). Thus, the evolved

priming response may be specific to the pathogen strain impos-

ing selection. By contrast, evolved resistance was non-specific:

PI populations that evolved resistance against Bt were also
more resistant to Bt1 (three of four populations, except PI4;

figure 4b; electronic supplementary material, figures S7C).

We also tested whether the evolved survival benefit against

Bt infection requires specific priming with the same strain

(homologous priming). Only I beetles receiving homologous

priming showed a survival benefit (2.5- to threefold survival

benefit; electronic supplementary material, figure S8B,C),

whereas heterologous priming (priming with Bt1) failed to

protect against Bt infection (electronic supplementary material,

figure S8B,D). Thus, the evolved priming in I populations

requires strain-specific immune activation by Bt, rather than

a general non-specific immune induction.
4. Discussion
Empirical evidence for immune memory in insects has grown

rapidly in recent years, but the selective pressures and eco-

logical conditions that shape its adaptive evolution remain

largely unexplored. Here, we used experimental evolution to

reveal a causal role for pathogen-imposed selection in the

rapid, adaptive evolution of immune memory (priming abil-

ity) in an insect. We found that priming ability evolved

repeatedly in I populations, where beetles were directly

exposed to a single high dose of infection with Bt each gener-

ation. Importantly, beetles from these populations were as

susceptible to the pathogen as control populations (C and P

regimes), and showed no increase in basal resistance. Thus,

the evolved priming ability did not confer substantial survival

benefits during experimentally imposed selection. Surpris-

ingly, we found that despite an opportunity for priming, PI

populations consistently evolved increased basal resistance

rather than significant immune priming. Thus, one of the

most striking outcomes of our experiment is the highly parallel
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yet mutually exclusive evolution of priming in I populations,

and increased resistance in PI populations. Intriguingly, one

population (PI4) first evolved priming ability and then

gained resistance within three generations, suggesting that

immune priming may be selectively favoured as an intermedi-

ate step preceding increased resistance. Although this single

observation should be interpreted cautiously, it suggests the

potential for rapid and complex dynamics in the evolution of

alternate immune strategies.

What prevented the evolution and maintenance of priming

in PI populations? Conversely, why did not a resistance

allele(s) sweep through I populations, despite the large poten-

tial selective advantage? One way to approach these questions

is to determine the relative costs and benefits of hypothetical

‘priming’ versus ‘resistance’ alleles, and ask whether their net

benefit may vary as a function of I and PI treatments. It is

clear that the survival benefit of evolved resistance was greater

than the benefit of evolved priming in standardized popu-

lations, suggesting that a resistance allele should always

outcompete a priming allele. Furthermore, the net benefit of

evolved priming in I lines during experimental evolution was

lower than that of evolved resistance in PI lines—after 11 gen-

erations, survival had increased marginally from 40% to 50% in

I lines, but was as high as 80% in PI lines. Therefore, weak selec-

tion for a resistance allele in I lines cannot explain the observed

lack of resistance.

What about the relative physiological costs of priming and

resistance alleles? Generalized resistance in insects is associated

with overexpression of fast acting non-specific immune effec-

tors such as phenoloxidase, and the production of reactive

oxygen species (ROS) [25]. Such immune effectors may facili-

tate rapid clearance of pathogens, but can also impose large

physiological costs of inflammation via damage to vital host

organs such as Malpighian tubules [26]. Resistance to ingested

Bt toxin also involves multiple different mechanisms across

various insects (reviewed in [27]). For instance, a recent study

with the wax moth Galleria melonella found that evolved resist-

ance to ingested Bt toxin was associated with upregulation of

genes relevant for inflammation (e.g. ROS) and tissue repair

[28]; it is not clear whether direct injection of Bt cells in the

haemolymph selected for similar responses in our beetles. By

contrast, specific priming may require blood cell differentiation

or Toll pathway activation [11,12], which is potentially less

toxic to host tissues [29–31]. Thus, generalized resistance

may be physiologically more costly than a specific priming

response. McDade and colleagues have proposed a similar

hypothesis for human immune function, drawing upon data

from vertebrates to suggest that the cost of specific adaptive

immune responses is lower than that of non-specific innate

immune responses [32]. Could a greater cost of basal resistance

explain the pattern of evolution that we observe? A general

mathematical model to explore the emergence of various

forms of immune defence offers some clues [10]. Assuming

that more effective defence incurs a greater maintenance cost,

this model predicts that under frequent pathogen attacks, a

population’s growth rate is maximized by constitutively

expressed resistance via innate immune responses. On the

other hand, at a lower pathogen frequency, lower maintenance

costs of inducible adaptive immunity make it more favourable.

Our I and PI selection regimes broadly resemble these con-

ditions of low versus high frequency of infection:

I populations received a single infection each generation,

whereas PI populations were exposed to Bt antigens twice
(primary exposure introduced heat-killed cells directly into

the beetle haemolymph to activate the immune responses,

whereas secondary exposure introduced live Bt). Thus, a

large maintenance cost of generalized resistance combined

with low frequency of pathogen exposure in I populations

may have prevented the evolution of resistance and favoured

the evolution of priming ability.

Apart from the potential role of relative costs of priming

versus resistance, we note alternative explanations for the

evolution of divergent immune function across regimes. First,

wounding during mock priming in I populations could

trigger subsequent immune responses [33], leading to general-

ized priming before actual infection. However, as discussed

below, such general upregulation of immunity is unlikely to

explain the pathogen-specific priming response that we

observed. Second, infected parents may have transferred and

exposed their offspring to live Bt before experimental priming

or infection (see [34]), increasing offspring immune responses.

However, PI beetles would still encounter Bt more frequently

than I beetles, and should therefore experience selection for

constitutively expressed resistance (rather than priming).

Finally, the observed difference in resistance may arise due to

variation in the temporal dynamics of immune responses

across selection regimes. For example, Bt may kill beetles

before innate immune responses (requiring blood-cell prolifer-

ation or Toll pathway activation) are activated, reducing the

adaptive benefit of a resistance allele in the I regime. On the

other hand, if heat-killed Bt sensitized immune pathways

before live infection, beetles from PI lines may rapidly produce

more haemocytes and AMPs after live infection, resisting the

infection more effectively. Therefore, prior priming may buy

the host some time during the acute phase of infection, until

more efficient resistance mechanisms can be expressed. We

suggest further experiments to test these hypotheses.

Strain-specific priming is generally thought to be an exclu-

sive feature of vertebrate adaptive immunity. Here, we found

that the evolved priming response in I beetle populations was

restricted to the specific, high dose of Bt used for selection.

Priming with another Bt strain (Bt1) did not confer a survival

advantage after a subsequent infection by live Bt1 (even

though the ancestral population showed basal priming

response against a lower infection dose of Bt1). Similarly, bee-

tles primed with Bt1 did not gain a survival benefit against

Bt. Previous work with flour beetles [6,20] has also revealed a

similar degree of specificity of immune priming, allowing

differentiation between strains of the same pathogen. What

molecular mechanisms underlie the evolved, likely strain-

specific immune priming? Previous work suggests a role for

phagocytosis [11,13] or blood cell differentiation [12] in

mediating pathogen-specific immune priming in fruit flies

and mosquitoes. However, the mechanism underlying evolved

pathogen strain-specific immune priming in our experimental

populations remains unclear. Insects can also produce receptor

diversity via alternative splicing of Down syndrome cell adhesion
molecule to discriminate between different pathogens [35,36],

although its direct role in priming is not yet established.

Recent work with vertebrates suggests that cytolytic innate

immune effectors such as natural killer cells also possess

attributes of adaptive immune responses [37], producing

long-lasting, antigen-specific immune memory independent

of B cells and T cells [37,38]. Hence, an additional possibility

is that the insect equivalent of natural killer cells mediated

strain-specific priming in our evolved lines. We also note that
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ancestral beetles already showed priming against lower doses

of Bt infection [6], but not against the high dose of Bt that we

used for selection. As the cellular and molecular machinery

for mounting a priming response was already present in the

beetles, it was perhaps simply modified during experimental

evolution to efficiently counter a higher pathogen dose. We

thus speculate that the evolved priming response involved a

quantitative (rather than qualitative) change—for example,

existing immune responses in the ancestral population (tran-

scriptional, translational or functional shifts) after a relatively

low dose of Bt infection may be activated further or faster in

the evolved lines. In contrast with the apparent specificity of

immune priming in I populations, we found that three of four

PI populations showed generalized resistance against multiple

strains of BT, suggesting that the divergent immune responses

are driven by different mechanisms (also see [15]). Clearly,

more work is needed to understand how specific immune

memory and general resistance are achieved separately in

insect immunity despite the lack of cellular mechanisms respon-

sible for adaptive immunity in vertebrates. We speculate that

while vertebrate immune memory is mechanistically distinct,

functionally it may not be as unique as traditionally believed.

Finally, we note some important limitations of our results

and their interpretation. First, our work does not address

dose-dependent immune responses, and our conclusions are

thus limited to the specific infection dose that we used in our

experiments. Second, the two Bt strains we used to test speci-

ficity may have inherently different growth or virulence

dynamics within the host, such that the priming response

against them cannot be directly compared. Third, our estimates

of basal resistance are confounded by tolerance to infection.

Post-infection survival may increase either via improved ability

to kill pathogens or via increased tolerance, where beetles do

not kill pathogens more efficiently but reduce the cost of infec-

tion, immune response or both [23]. As we estimated priming

response and resistance using post-infection survival, it remains

unclear whether improved survival via broadly termed ‘resist-

ance’ involved direct pathogen clearance or improved tolerance.

Fourth, increased post-infection survival may reflect a shift in

the evolutionary trade-off between reproduction and survival

[39] instead of direct selection for improved pathogen resist-

ance. For instance, reduced reproductive investment due to

infection may indirectly lead to improved immune responses.

Finally, we could not determine the role of trans-generational

immune priming in our experiments, whereby parental

exposure to pathogen can prime the immune system of their off-

spring [6,40]. Hence, it is possible that priming did evolve in PI
populations, but it was trans-generational priming (i.e. the sur-

vival benefit was transferred to offspring) rather than priming

within the same generation. The stark increase in survival of

PI beetles within the first generation of selection (from 40% to

68%) may have arisen from trans-generational immune priming

during the selection protocol. The observed priming response in

I beetles may have also evolved as a correlated response to selec-

tion for trans-generational priming. However, given that all

experimental lines were standardized under relaxed selection

for two generations, it is unlikely that trans-generational mech-

anisms could explain the difference in survival between PI and

I populations. We thus speculate that the observed immune

phenotypes in our experiments are genetically heritable.

In summary, we have documented the first experimental

demonstration of rapid evolution of insect immune priming.

Our work also represents a rare example where selection

imposed by the same pathogen led to divergent outcomes—

either priming ability or basal resistance, but not both. We

hope that our results will motivate further experiments to under-

stand the dynamics and mechanistic basis of evolved priming

versus resistance. It is likely that an alternative vertebrate-like

immune memory can evolve in invertebrates, but with different

underlying molecules [35,41]. We also note that the general view

of adaptive immunity as an exclusive mediator of immune

memory in vertebrates has been recently challenged by the obser-

vation that resistance to reinfection can be achieved even without

a functional adaptive immune system [42,43]. In fact, several

studies are now exploring the potential of the innate immune

memory to aid novel therapeutic strategies for immunodefi-

ciency and autoimmune disorders in vertebrates, including

humans (reviewed in [43]). We suggest that insects can also be

a useful model system where the evolution and mechanistic

basis of innate immune memory can be jointly studied.
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